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 Earth     day     to     me     is     a     day     to     celebrate     the     earth     and     to     realize     the 
 importance     of     the     earth.     Some     of     the     things     I     appreciate     about     Vermont     is 
 that     there     are     plenty     of     things     to     do     outside.     In     the     winter     you     can     go 
 skiing     or     snowboarding.     In     the     summer     you     can     go     swimming     or     hiking.     I 
 believe     that     people     in     Vermont     or     anywhere     in     the     world     are     really     lucky 
 to     have     the     opportunity     to     experience     anything     outdoors     like     that. 

 Everyone     in     Vermont     should     have     access     to     one     thing     to     do     outdoors 
 and     have     fresh     clean     air     to     breath.     In     some     places     there     is     not     a     place 
 where     you     can     step     outside     and     have     clean     air     or     an     activity     to     do     outside. 

 Climate     change     is     happening     and     it's     real,     it’s     affecting     the     earth 
 and     taking     away     the     things     we     love.     Humans     are     causing     climate     change     so 
 the     only     way     to     fix     it     is     for     humans     to     stop     it     .     I     think     that     around     the 
 world     everyone     should     celebrate     the     earth     while     you     still     can     and     try     to 
 do     as     much     as     you     can     to     help. 

 Some     of     the     things     that     I     am     trying     to     do     to     help     the     earth     are 
 creating     less     food     waste,     recycling     more     and     picking     up     more     trash. 
 Asking     my     parents     about     an     electric     car     or     truck     and     using     less     gas 
 powered     vehicles     .     I     also     think     that     if     everyone     just     puts     in     the     effort     to 
 do     a     little     bit     for     the     earth     it     could     make     a     huge     difference. 

 In     the     time     that     I     have     been     alive     I     have     seen     lots     of     people 
 disrespecting     the     earth,     sometimes     people     will     just     throw     trash     out     the 
 window     of     their     car     and     it     will     end     up     on     the     ground.     Also     just     leaving 
 trash     or     recycling     everywhere     for     it     to     sit     there     and     never     go     away. 

 The     good     thing     is     some     states     and     countries     are     trying     to     help.     One 
 example     is     Vermont,     Vermont     has     a     green     up     day     where     you     go     around 



 your     town     and     pick     up     trash     that     is     on     the     ground.     Vermont     is     also     trying 
 to     help     with     reducing     greenhouse     gas     emissions. 

 I     think     that     climate     change     is     getting     bad     and     it     is     going     to     affect     us 
 all     very     soon.     But     I     think     that     we     can     all     help.     Little     things     that     you     can 
 do     everyday     can     make     a     big     difference     with     helping     the     earth. 




